Formation of the retinal ganglion cell and optic fiber layers.
The early development of retinal ganglion cell and the optic fiber layers has been studied by examining the morphology of differentiating retinal ganglion cells using immunoelectron microscopy and a monoclonal antibody against neuron-specific beta-tubulin. This antibody identified retinal ganglion cells during the stages of their most active differentiation and axonogenesis prior to maturation of other retinal neurons. The changing morphology of retinal ganglion cells during these early stages is consistent with a differentiation sequence in which axonogenesis and translocation of the cell body to the vitreal surface occur while the cell is still attached to the vitreal margin through its vitreal endfeet. Thus, the mechanism of retinal ganglion cell axon generation and soma migration to the vitreal surface appears to involve maintenance of this attachment which may act as both a focus for axon differentiation and an anchor for directed nuclear translocation to the vitreal margin.